
Tour gels Leeds Schools Teams further  

 

Leeds Schools A and B team took part in a fantastic tour of the East Midlands with plenty of fun, on and off the field. 

The impact on both teams was second to none and showed in both the A and B team games this weekend. A big 

thank you to the Leeds Schools staff for organising and giving up their time, creating a brilliant experience for all the 

players. The organisation is made up of volunteers, who give a fantastic opportunity for players of all age groups. The 

tour is a real highlight and the hard work of the staff involved is greatly valued.  

Leeds Schools A team Tour Results 

Wolves Schools 1 - Leeds Schools 6 

Telford Schools 0 – Leeds Schools 1 

 

Picture above, Leeds Schools A team and Telford Schools 

 

05-11-22 Leeds Schools A team Weekend Match report 

Round 1 English Schools Cup 

Rotherham v Leeds Schools 

2-4 win for Leeds in Extra time 

Off the back of tour Leeds Schools started with energy and composure playing some fantastic football. An early 

freekick to Leeds delivered beautifully by Kaian Winsdor ended in a near miss. Leeds continued to press with 

Abduallah playing a lovely ball through to Blazej Staszkiewicz who hit the post with a good shot.  

While Leeds continued to press and create chances Rotherham had 2 counter attacks which Spencer Grand and 

Stevie Cochran dealt with well both sweeping up at the back. 

The first goal came from a corner delivered by Charlie Eteen met with a great half volley from Flynn Pryde. A well-

deserved goal from the captain who looked lively throughout the game. 1-0 Leeds. 



The second goal with a mesmerising bit of skill from Jacob O’Flaherty, producing a perfect Maradona to beat one 

player then pass to Flynn Pryde who supplied Lucas Horne with a great pass which Lucas finished extremely well. 

2-0 Leeds. 

A great first half ended disappointingly with a goal to Rotherham. Rotherham capitalising from a mistake at the 

back. 2-1 Leeds Schools. 

Leeds started the second half well with some great work from Billy Marsden and some good covering at the back 

from Rafael Burton who showed good composure at the back. 

Another quick break from Rotherham showing great pace and composure to finish. 2-2 

Leeds some how where level after dominating the majority of the game. 

Towards the end of the second half Leeds wasted a number of chances and you started to worry it wasn’t meant 

to be. As already mentioned after the tour the Leeds team look like a different outfit and in the players minds 

there was only going to be one outcome.  

Extra time. Another good delivery form Charlie Eteen resulted in an own goal from Rotherham. Leeds 3-2 up. 

Leeds continued to dominate and a Blazej Statszkiewicz goal ensured Leeds won comfortably in the end 4-2. 

Best performance so far this season and if they continue to develop and grow they are capable of achieving 

anything this season. 

There reward for the victory is home macth against Liverpool Schools which poses to be a mouth watering tie. 

 

 

 


